
Reception Home Learning grid for March.    

 

Begin each day by taking part in some sort of physical activity. This could be a walk, 5 minutes of exercises, a dance on ‘Just Dance’ (YouTube) or to our Early Birds song ‘Dynamite’ by Taio Cruz, 

a Joe Wicks PE lesson (Monday, Wednesday and Friday on YouTube) or a Cosmic Kids Yoga session (YouTube). This will help you to wake up and become ready to listen and learn! 

When we find 1 more than a number we are just  

adding 1. Can you find 1 more than these numbers? 

Use your fingers to help you by putting up 1 more finger. 

2      4     5     7     9 

Now try finding 1 more than these numbers by  

adding on 1:         10     15     19    

Practise these tricky words. Write them all first and 

then look back and read them. Can you think of a 

sentence using one of these tricky words? 

 

I    the    to    no    go    into 

 

Log onto Phonics Play using the login: 
Username: Wingate1 

Password: Password 

Play Buried Treasure (Phase 2 words) by 

reading the words and deciding whether 

the words are real (treasure) or not 

(trash)! 

Can you read the title of this ORT 

book? Can you remember who the 

author and illustrator are and what 

they do? What are these characters 

called? 

 

Write 1 or 2 sentences about what you 

think will happen in this book. 

Draw a number line in your books starting from 0 all the way 

to 20.  
 

When we find 1 less than a number, we are just taking away one. It 

is easy to see on a number line because it is just the number that 

comes before (to the left).er 7 on the 
number line 
 
Draw a circle around the numbers that are 1 less than… 
 

3        5        8       10       14       16 

Read these sentences and draw a picture 

for each sentence. 
 

A sock in a bag. 

The bat is red. 

Biff on the hill. 

Fish and chips. 

Here are some pictures of Spring flowers. You may have seen 

these before. Draw your own pictures of them by looking very 

carefully. Make sure 

you include the petals, 

leaves, stalk and any 

other details you spot. 

Do you know the values of these coins? Look closely at 

the coins and you 

will see! Can you 

draw these coins 

and write down 

their value?  

It will soon be Easter! Watch this 

video to learn about the Easter Story. 

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/stories/le

ts-celebrate-

easterperformance?collection=lets-

celebrate-stories 

Get up to 20 of the same objects, these could anything, for 

example, socks, pencils, small pieces of paper, pasta etc. 

Put 5 objects in one group and 2 objects in another group. 

Now add them altogether to find the total. 5 + 2 = 7 
Now find the answers to these addition calculations, using your 

objects again to help you. 

4 + 3 =                                 8 + 5 =                         

6 + 2 =                                 9 + 2 = 

7 + 3 =                                 7 + 7 = 

Christians celebrate Easter by 

going to Church and giving 

decorated eggs to their friends and 

families. The eggs symbolise that 

Jesus has risen. Draw and decorate 

your own Easter egg, using coloured 

pencils or paints. 

Have a go at creating your own song about 

Springtime or Easter. 

Practise it and teach it to someone in your 

family. 

Can you try singing it loudly 

and then quietly? 

Can you try singing it 

faster or slower?  
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